Evaluación de lectura: Los Caminos a Santiago

Nombre

A. Key Word Recognition. Find the SPANISH word/phrase in the article that best expresses the
meaning of each of the following English words/phrases:
Saint James _____________________

sunglasses _____________________

outfit, suit _____________________

sleeping bag _____________________

pilgrim

_____________________

hat (2) _____________________

pilgrimage _____________________

B. Supporting Details.
• Answer each question in English, based on the text in the article.

1. How many routes to Santiago are shown here? What are their names in English?
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
2. Who was Santiago? Why was he famous? Why is his name associated with this part of Spain?
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
3. When did the first pilgrimages start? What was the motive behind them?
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
4.

[1 km = .62 miles]

How long in miles are the journeys from Ribadeo, Roncesvalles, Somport and A Canda, respectively?

Ribadeo: ____________ Roncesvalles: ____________ Somport: ____________ A Canda: ____________
5. If a pilgrim doesn’t want to walk the Camino, what other modes of transportation are available and
acceptable?
________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
6. What is “La Compostela”? Why would it be important to Camino pilgrims to get this document?
________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
7. What is an Año Jacobeo? When was the first one? When was the last one? When will be the next
one? What impact does it have on the Camino?
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
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C. Símbolos de la Peregrinación Use the text to find out the meaning of each of these symbols as they
pertain to the Camino a Santiago.

https://goo.gl/images/KjPvOO

Pelegrín

https://goo.gl/images/1O55aF
https://goo.gl/images/oLaUCD

Concha de Vieria

D. What do you think would be motivation for someone to take on a challenge like the Camino?

Can you think of any other similar trips/adventures that are somewhat similar to the Camino? What
comes to mind?

Is it something that would interest you? Why?
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